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Abstract
In this paper we find that the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index defined on
the universal cover of the group of all contact Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of
the standard (2n − 1)-dimensional contact sphere is a quasimorphism. Then
we show our main result: Let M be standard (n − 1)-dimensional complex
projective space. We prove that the value of the pullback of the asymptotic
nonlinear Maslov index to the universal cover of the group of Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms of M , when evaluated on a diffeomorphism supported in a
sufficiently small open subset of M , equals −n2pivol(M) times the Calabi invariant
of this diffeomorphism.
1 Introduction and results
1.1 Basics on the nonlinear Maslov index
Let (S2n−1, ξ) be the (2n− 1)-dimensional sphere endowed with the standard contact
structure. We denote by C the identity component of the group of those contact
Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of (S2n−1, ξ), which commute with the inversion x 7→
−x on S2n−1 (see [7] for preliminaries on contact manifolds). Let C˜ be the universal
cover of C. Recall that an element f˜ of C˜ can be identified as the time-1 map of
the flow generated by a contact Hamiltonian, up to homotopy with fixed endpoints.
Multiplication on C˜ is defined as follows: let f˜ , g˜ in C˜ be the time-1 map of the
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flows {f˜t}0≤t≤1 and {g˜t}0≤t≤1 respectively. Then the multiplication of f˜ and g˜ is the
homotopy class of the path {f˜tg˜t}0≤t≤1.
Moreover, C carries the structure of an infinite dimensional manifold. Following
Givental (see [5]), we denote by ∆(C) the discriminant of C, that is the hypersurface
of C formed by all contactomorphisms which have a fixed point, and preserve the
standard contact form at that point. Using generating functions, Givental has defined
a co-orientation of ∆(C) in C.
Given a path {f˜t}t≥0 in C, an intersection index can be assigned to it by counting
all signed intersections of the path with a subspace of ∆(C), called the train and
denoted by Γ(C), relative to the co-orientation at nonsingular points of ∆(C), (see
again [5]).
We call the intersection index of {f˜s}s∈[0,t] with Γ(C) the nonlinear Maslov index
of {f˜s}s∈[0,t] and denote it by µ(t). Following Givental we now define the asymptotic
nonlinear Maslov index : let f˜ be an element of C˜ generated by a time-1 periodic
contact Hamiltonian F˜ : S2n−1 × S1 −→ R. Let {f˜t}t≥0 be the flow generated by F˜ ,
which is a path in C. The asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index of f˜ is then given by
m(f˜) := lim
t→∞
µ(t)
t
. (1)
1.2 The quasimorphism property
Definition 1.1. Let G be a group. A quasimorphism r on G is a function r : G→ R
which satisfies the homomorphism equation up to a bounded error: there exists R > 0
such that
|r(fg)− r(f)− r(g)| ≤ R
for all f, g ∈ G.
See [2] for preliminaries on quasimorphisms. A quasimorphism rh is called homo-
geneous if rh(g
m) = mrh(g) for all g ∈ G and m ∈ Z. Every quasimorphism r gives
rise to a homogeneous one
rh(g) = lim
m→∞
r(gm)
m
.
We now can state the first theorem of this paper which is actually an easy conse-
quence of [5].
Theorem 1.2. The asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index m : C˜ −→ R is a quasimor-
phism.
The proof will be given in Section 2 after some preliminaries on the asymptotic
nonlinear Maslov index.
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1.3 The pullback of m
Let (CP n−1, ω) be (n − 1)-dimensional complex projective space endowed with the
Fubini-Study form, normalized so that
∫
CP 1
ω = pi. Let G = Ham(CP n−1, ω) be the
identity component of the group of all Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms of (CP n−1, ω) and
G˜ its universal cover (see [7] and [8] for preliminaries on G). Let {ft}t∈[0,1] be a path in
G representing an element of G˜. There is a unique Hamiltonian F : CP n−1×S1 −→ R,
which generates {ft}t∈[0,1] and satisfies the normalization condition:∫
CPn−1
Ftω
n−1 = 0
for all t ∈ S1.
We denote the space of all normalized 1-periodic Hamiltonians by F. In order to pull
back the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index from C˜ to G˜ we will use the Hopf bundle
p : S2n−1 −→ CP n−1 .
Let f ∈ G˜, and let {ft}t∈[0,1] be a representative of f . Let F ∈ F be the unique
normalized Hamiltonian generating this path. Then we can lift F to S2n−1 to a time
dependent function,
F˜t := p
∗Ft .
F˜ is constant along the fibers of the fiber bundle p : S2n−1 −→ CP n−1. This F˜ is
a contact Hamiltonian on the contact sphere. The contact flow {f˜t}t∈[0,1] generated
by this contact Hamiltonian constitutes a lift of the flow {ft}t∈[0,1], and represents an
element f˜ of C˜. The value of the pullback of the nonlinear Maslov index at f is then
set to be m(f˜). We will denote by
i : G˜ −→ C˜ (2)
the above injection, and by
i∗m : G˜ −→ R (3)
the pullback of the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index. As a corollary of Theorem 1.2
we have
Corollary 1.3. The pullback of the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index
i∗m : G˜ −→ R
is a quasimorphism.
Remark. Any Hamiltonian (not necessarily normalized) generating an element
of G˜ can be lifted via p in the way described above . The normalization condition is
required since we want to embed G˜ in C˜.
We close this subsection with a simple, but important example.
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Example 1.4. Consider the flow ft = 1 for all t where 1 is the identity map of
CP n−1. Any function of the form F (x, t) = F (t) (clearly, not necessarily normalized)
generates this flow. Let p∗Ft be its lift to the sphere. An easy computation shows
that the flow {f˜t}, generated by p
∗Ft, leaves the fibers of the Hopf bundle invariant,
and rotates them by angle eiF (t) for time t.
1.4 The Calabi property of i∗m
In this subsection we will assume that G = Ham(M,ω), where M2n is any closed
connected symplectic manifold.
The groupG has a natural class of subgroups GU associated to nonempty open subsets
U ⊂ M . An element f of G lies in GU if it is the time-1 map of a Hamiltonian flow
{ft}t∈[0,1] with f0 = 1, generated by a Hamiltonian Ft : M −→ R, t ∈ [0, 1], such
that
support (Ft) ⊂ U for all t. (4)
Consider the map CalU : GU −→ R given by
f 7→
∫ 1
0
dt
∫
M
Ftω
n . (5)
When the symplectic form ω is exact on U , this map is well-defined, meaning that it
does not depend on the specific choice of the Hamiltonian F generating f . In fact,
CalU is a homomorphism called the Calabi homomorphism (see [1], [3] and [10] for
further information).
The above definitions can be “lifted” to G˜: for a nonempty subset U ⊂ M , consider
the subgroup G˜U ⊂ G˜ defined as follows. An element of G˜ lies in G˜U if it can be
represented by a Hamiltonian flow {ft}t∈[0,1] with f0 = 1, generated by a Hamiltonian
Ft satisfying condition (4). Formula (5) gives rise to a well-defined homomorphism
C˜alU : G˜U −→ R .
In what follows we deal with the class D of all nonempty open subsets U which can
be displaced by a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism:
hU ∩ Closure(U) = ∅ for some h ∈ G . (6)
We need one more definition before stating our main result.
Definition 1.5. A quasimorphism on G˜ coinciding with the Calabi homomorphism
{C˜alU : G˜U → R} on each U ∈ D is said to have the Calabi property.
From now on M = CP n−1. Here is our main result:
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Theorem 1.6. The pullback of the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index i∗m : G˜ −→ R
has the Calabi property up to multiplication by − n
2pivol (M)
. That is
i∗m([f ]) = −
n
2pivol (M)
C˜alU([f ])
for every element [f ] ∈ G˜U .
The proof will be given in section 3.
Remark. Given a Hamiltonian H : M × S1 −→ R denote by fH the element of
G˜ generated by H . A function r : G˜ −→ R is called continuous, if it satisfies the
following condition: if a sequence {Hi} of smooth Hamiltonians Hi : M × S
1 −→ R
C0-converges to a smooth function H :M × S1 −→ R then
r(fHi) −→ r(fH) as i→∞. (7)
It follows from Corollary 3 of Section 9 of [5] that the pullback of the asymptotic
nonlinear Maslov index is continuous. Summarizing, the pullback of the asymptotic
nonlinear Maslov index i∗m : G˜ −→ R is a continuous quasimorphism with the Calabi
property (up to multiplication by a constant).
1.5 Other quasimorphisms with the Calabi property
Another construction of a continuous quasimorphism on G˜ with the Calabi property
has been carried out by Entov and Polterovich in [4]. In particular it applies to the
manifold (CP n−1, ω).
Their construction uses the spectral invariants of elements of G˜. These spectral
invariants are defined via the Floer theory on the symplectic manifold. The first step
in our proof of theorem 1.6 goes along the lines of [4]. Moreover, step 3 of the proof
of 1.6 was partly motivated by the inspection of the behavior of spectral invariants
defined in terms of generating functions (see [4] for more details).
2 Preliminaries on the nonlinear Maslov index
In this short section we state the main properties of the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov
index and the nonlinear Maslov index µ, which we use in the proof of the main result
(theorem 1.6).
First, we remind the reader that the sign of an intersection of a path in C˜ with the
train (which is a subspace of the discriminant) is determined via the co-orientation of
the train, which is defined by methods of generating functions. The two basic facts
that we need are grouped together in the following theorem, which is due to Givental
(see [5], [6], and [9]).
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Theorem 2.1. (a) The nonlinear Maslov index (relative to the train) of any two
paths in C is the same, provided that there is a homotopy between them, such that the
end points of the paths in this homotopy lie outside the discriminant.
(b) Let f be a Hamiltonian map of CP n−1 and let f˜ be its lift to C. Assume that
it has no fixed points. Then the nonlinear Maslov index of the loop {e±2piitf˜}t∈[0,1]
(relative to the train) is ±n.
2.1 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Let f˜ ∈ C˜. By definition, it is generated by a 1-periodic contact Hamiltonian. Let
{f˜t} be the contact flow generated by this Hamiltonian. Then we have f˜
m = f˜m for
all integer m. This means that
m(f˜) = lim
m→∞
µ(f˜m)
m
. (8)
It suffices to prove that µ is a quasimorphism on C˜ (see section 1.2). For this, let [f˜ ]
and [h˜] be elements of C˜, represented by paths {f˜t}t∈[0,1] and {h˜t}t∈[0,1], respectively.
Consider the following path γ, which represents [f˜ ][h˜]. It is the concatenation
{f˜2t}0≤t≤ 1
2
∗ {f˜1h˜2t−1} 1
2
≤t≤1 :=
{
f˜2t 0 ≤ t ≤
1
2
f˜1h˜2t−1
1
2
≤ t ≤ 1
.
It follows from Givental’s construction that µ is additive with respect to concate-
nation. So we have that
µ(γ) = µ([{f˜2t}]) + µ([{f˜1h˜2t−1}]). (9)
Moreover it is also follows from his construction that
|µ([{h˜2t−1}])− µ([{f˜1h˜2t−1}])| ≤ 2n. (10)
Combining (9) and (10) we get
|µ(γ)− µ([{f˜2t}])− µ([{h˜2t−1}])| ≤ 2n.
Since the paths {f˜2t} and {h˜2t−1} represent respectively [f˜ ] and [h˜], we have:
|µ([f˜ ][h˜])− µ([f˜ ])− µ([h˜])| ≤ 2n ,
which is the desired.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.6
3.1 Step 1
Let {ft}t∈[0,1] be a representative of an element [f ] ∈ G˜U for some open set U in D,
generated by a time-1 periodic Hamiltonian Ft (see 1.4). We have to show that:
−
n
2pivol (M)
C˜alU([f ]) = i
∗
m([f ]) . (11)
Recall that the right hand side is actually the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov in-
dex of the lift {f˜t}t≥0 of the flow {ft}t≥0 (see 1.1 and 1.3). Let h be a Hamiltonian
diffeomorphism displacing U , and suppose that it is the time-1 map of a Hamilto-
nian isotopy {ht}t∈[0,1]. As a first step, we claim that it is enough to show that the
asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index of the path {h˜ft}t≥0, which is the lift of the path
{hft}t≥0, equals the left-hand side of (11). This follows easily from inequality (10).
Since the difference of the nonlinear Maslov indexes of these paths is bounded by 2n,
they have the same asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index.
From now on we will focus on the concatenation
{ht}t∈[0,1] ∗ {hft−1}t≥1 := γt ,
and its lift to C
{h˜t}t∈[0,1] ∗ {h˜f t−1}t≥1 := γ˜t .
Let us emphasize, that the paths {γt}0≤t≤t0 and {γ˜t}0≤t≤t0 (for 1 ≤ t0) represent
respectively hft0−1 and h˜f t0−1 as elements of G˜ and C˜ respectively.
Secondly, note that because h displaces U , the set of fixed points of {hft}t≥0
coincides with the set of fixed points of h for all t ≥ 0. Let x0 be a fixed point of h,
and let x˜0 ∈ p
−1(x0) be a point of the fiber p
−1(x0) above x0. Of course γ˜t(x˜0) is a
lift of γt(x0). In particular for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 the path γ˜t(x˜0) is a lift of the loop γt(x0),
but this path need not be closed. Nevertheless the point x˜0 will return to its fiber for
t = 1. For t ≥ 1 we have γt(x0) = x0, so the fiber p
−1(x0) is invariant under the flow
γ˜t. Therefore we have:
γ˜t(x˜0) = e
iθ(t)x˜0 , t ≥ 1 (12)
where θ(t) is determined by the contact flow generated by the lift of the Hamiltonian
generating the path γt.
3.2 Step 2
Now, assume that for t = s, s > 1 the path γ˜t intersects the train Γ(C). This means
that there exists x0 ∈ {fix (h)} such that in equation (12) we have θ(s) = 2pik for
some k ∈ Z. In the second step of the proof we first calculate the function θ(s), and
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then modify the path γ˜t to one for which the function θ(s) is linear. This will help
us to make the final reduction step in the next section, where we actually calculate
the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index.
Notation: From now on we denote C = − C˜alU ([f ])
vol (M)
.
Let {Kt} be the normalized Hamiltonian generating the flow {γt}, and let {K˜t}
be its lift. Clearly for t ≥ 1 we have:
Kt = Ft + c(t)
where Ft is a 1-periodic Hamiltonian generating the flow {ft}, and
c(t) = −
1
volM
∫
M
Ftω
n−1 .
Moreover, for all x ∈M \ U we have Kt(x) = c(t).
For s ≥ 1 define
θ(s) :=
∫ s
1
c(t) dt = −
∫ s
1
dt
1
volM
∫
M
Ftω
n−1 .
Since Ft is periodic we have for every m ∈ N and 0 ≤ v ≤ 1
θ(m+ v) = C(m− 1)−
∫ v
0
dt
1
volM
∫
M
Ftω
n−1 .
Note also that the function ϕ(s) := θ(s) − C(s − 1) is 1-periodic and satisfies
ϕ(m) = 0 for every 1 ≤ m ∈ N. In particular for all such m we have
C(m− 1) = θ(m) . (13)
The notation θ(s) here is deliberate. Actually, it is the solution of (12) for all fixed
points of h. Note that θ(s) measures the total displacement of the fiber after time
s. From now on we assume, without loss of generality, that h has a finite number of
fixed points. This always can be achieved by a small perturbation of h.
Now let {x1, . . . , xl} be the set of fixed points of h and let x˜j be a point above
xj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l. Let αj , 0 ≤ αj < 2pi, be the angle defined by the equation
γ˜1(x˜j) = e
iαj x˜j . We have for s ≥ 1
γ˜s(x˜j) = e
iC(s−1)eiϕ(s)eiαj (x˜j) . (14)
From the properties of ϕ(s) we get that the path {eiϕ(s0+t)}t∈[0,k], k ∈ N is ho-
motopic to the constant loop {eiϕ(s0)}, for every s0 ≥ 0. We emphasize that the
homotopy has {eiϕ(s0)} as the starting and end point of all of its paths.
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Let us denote such a homotopy by {eiFs(t)}(s,t)∈[0,1]×[0,k]. So we have
F0(t) = ϕ(s0 + t), F1(t) = ϕ(s0)
and
Fs(0) = Fs(k) = ϕ(s0).
For reasons that will become clear we are looking for s0 that satisfies the following
condition:
C(s0 + k − 1) + ϕ(s0 + k) + αj /∈ 2piZ (15)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l and k ∈ N.
Such s0 clearly exists. To see this, first note that the set 2piZ is countable as well
as N, the set {α1, . . . , αl} is finite, and finally ϕ(s0 + k) = ϕ(s0) for all k ∈ N. So we
have to find a point in the image of the function C(s − 1) + ϕ(s) which belongs to
the complement of the countable set
⋃
j,k
{2piZ−αj − kC}. This function is continuous
and unbounded, thus its image clearly contains a segment, and consequently a point
in the complement of the above set.
For such s0 we have for all j, k
γ˜s0+k(x˜j) = e
iC(s0+k−1)eiϕ(s0)eiαj (x˜j) 6= x˜j . (16)
That is for all k ∈ N γ˜s0+k has no fixed points (and thus it is outside of the train).
Now we have come to the key idea of step 2.
Lemma 3.1. The family of maps
ψ(s, t) = {γ˜s0+te
−iFs(t)eiϕ(s0)}(s,t)∈[0,1]×[0,k]
is a homotopy of paths in C which has the following properties:
(a) For s = 1 it is the path {γ˜s0+t}t∈[0,k] .
(b) The starting point and the end point of each one of the paths comprising this
homotopy has no fixed points. That is, the maps ψ(s, 0), ψ(s, k) have no fixed points.
Proof. For s = 1 we have F1(t) = ϕ(s0). Thus by the very definition of ψ we get part
(a). For t = 0 and t = k we know that for every 0 ≤ s ≤ k Fs(0) = Fs(k) = ϕ(s0).
Thus by the definition of ψ and formula (16) we get part (b) of the lemma.
It follows from the invariance of the nonlinear Maslov index with respect to homo-
topies (see theorem 2.1) that the path ψ(0, t) has the same index as the path ψ(1, t)
(which is {γ˜s0+t}t∈[0,k]). Now, restricting the path ψ(0, t) to the fibers over the fixed
points we have the following equation
ψ(0, t)(x˜j) = e
iC(s0+t−1)eiϕ(s0)eiαj x˜j . (17)
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We get the following equation by restricting the path ei[C−ϕ(s0)]ψ(0, t) to the fibers
over the fixed points:
ei[C−ϕ(s0)]ψ(0, t)(x˜j) = e
iC(s0+t)eiαj (x˜j)
Moreover, we see from equation (10) that the difference between the nonlinear
Maslov indexes of ei[C−ϕ(s0)]ψ(0, t) and ψ(0, t) is bounded by 2n for all k ∈ N. Thus,
by the same argument we have used in step 1, we obtain that the asymptotic nonlinear
Maslov indexes of the paths ei[C−ϕ(s0)]ψ(0, t) and ψ(0, t), t ≥ 0, are equal.
It follows from the above discussion that without loss of generality we can assume
that for s ≥ s0, s0 ≥ 1
γ˜s(x˜j) = e
i[C(s−s0)+θj ]x˜j , (18)
where θj is the initial condition, which depends on s0 and xj , satisfies 0 ≤ θj < 2pi
and is defined by the equation
γ˜s0(x˜j) = e
iθj x˜j .
3.3 Step 3
Before introducing the last step of the proof let us motivate it. We have seen that
we may assume that the fibers above the fixed points of h rotate, under the action
of {γ˜t}, at the same angular speed and in the same direction of rotation (where the
orientation is induced by the action of the group {eit}). So after a period of time of
length 2pi
|C|
each of the above fibers makes full rotation. This might lead us to believe
that the number of signed intersections of {γ˜t}, where t runs from some t0 to t0+
2pi
|C|
,
with the train, is independent of t0, provided that γ˜t0 lies outside the train. In order
to show that this is indeed the situation, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let {γ˜t}t≥1 be the path in C as defined at the beginning of this section,
and assume that it satisfies (18). Choose s0 such that γ˜s0 is without fixed points.
Then the family of maps
{eCi(1−s)tγ˜s0+st}(s,t)∈[0,1]×[0, 2pi
|C|
]
is a homotopy between the paths {γ˜s0+t}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
] and {e
Citγ˜s0}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
] such that the
starting and the end points of the paths of this homotopy stay outside the discriminant.
Proof. The first part of the lemma is trivial, since all we need to do is to substitute
s = 0 and s = 1 to get the above paths. It is also obvious that the homotopy stays
in C. What we must show is that the constant path
Λs1 := {γ˜s0}
and the path
Λs2 := {e
Ci(1−s) 2pi
|C| γ˜s0+ 2pis|C|
}s∈[0,1]
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have no fixed points. We need only check this for the path Λ2. To this end let
x0 ∈ fix(h), and let x˜0 be any point above x0. Let 0 < θ0 < 2pi be the angle of
rotation of x˜0 at time s0, where s0 is chosen so as to satisfy (15). According to (18)
we have
γ˜s0+ 2pis|C|
(x˜0) = e
i(sign(C)2pis+θ0)(x˜0) .
From this we get
Λs2(x˜0) = e
i[sign(C)(1−s)2pi+sign(C)2pis+θ0](x˜0) ,
or simply:
Λs2(x˜0) = e
i(sign(C)2pi+θ0)(x˜0) .
According to our choice of θ0 clearly Λ
s
2(x˜0) 6= x˜0 for all s ∈ [0, 1]. This concludes the
proof of our lemma.
Here we appeal to part (a) of theorem 2.1 and to lemma 3.2 in order to conclude
that the paths
{γ˜s0+t}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
]
and
{eCitγ˜s0}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
]
has the same nonlinear Maslov index relative to the train. The calculation of the
nonlinear Maslov index of {eCitγ˜s0}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
] uses part (b) of theorem 2.1, from which
we get
Corollary 3.3. The nonlinear Maslov index of the path {γ˜s0+t}t∈[0, 2pi
|C|
] relative to the
train is sign(C)n.
Now we can calculate the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index of [f ]. Choose s0 ≥ 1
such that γ˜s0 has no fixed points. Note that γ˜s0+ 2pik|C|
also has no fixed points, and thus
is outside the train, for all k ∈ N. Define
ak := µ
(2pik
|C|
+ s0
)
− µ(s0)
=
k∑
d=1
[
µ
(2pid
|C|
+ s0
)
− µ
(2pi(d− 1)
|C|
+ s0
)]
.
According to corollary 3.3 this equals
kn sign (C).
Thus
i∗m([f ]) = lim
t→∞
µ(t)
t
= lim
k→∞
ak
2pik
|C|
=
n sign (C)|C|
2pi
=
nC
2pi
= −
n
2pivol (M)
C˜alU([f ]) ,
11
as claimed.
Finally, the case C = 0 follows from the considerations of step 2. According to
what we have seen, we can take a homotopy of the path γ˜s0+t such that there occurs
no rotation in the fibers (see (17)), so clearly the asymptotic nonlinear Maslov index
of [f ] is zero.
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